
+Dynamic sound pattern
+Impeccable pulse response

Quantum 553
“Attractively designed shelf
speakers with a dynamic and
powerful performance”



"According to the market prices specified by leading suppliers the pair of
shelf speakers are available in black, walnut or cherry for just under € ...
This is an extremely good entry level price, but it's still a great deal of money
that shouldn't be invested without careful consideration. Something that
catches the eye immediately is the contemporary transducer's tapered
delta housing, which, according to the manufacturer, reduces standing
waves and thereby helps improve sound quality. The overall design has
been optimised using an "Impulse-Distortion-Analyser", the so-called Klip-
pel® system, which, according to the manufacturer, simulates real sound
conditions on a PC. We tested the Quantum 553 speakers to see if we can
recommend them for newcomers to the stereo world.

High quality MDF wooden panels that are adorned with the respective de-
sign films are used to make up the trapezoidal enclosure, which, when un-
packed, exhibits a velvety finish and feels of a very high quality for the price
class. We particularly like the gold-plated bi-wiring terminals, but the que-
stion that arises here is regarding their practical use. As the beautiful shelf
speakers are able to produce good load values, it seems pretty unneces-
sary to provide an accordingly equipped amplifier for the bass-midrange
and tweeter. It would only make sense for these speakers if the integrated
crossover was particularly bad - which it isn't by any means; on the con-
trary: The good quality components used for the crossover generate a well-
defined impression. The recommended distance between the wall and the
rear panel of the speaker should be at least 20 cm and the distance to the
side panel should be at least 30 cm. According to the manufacturer this
prevents an exaggerated, inaccurate bass reproduction that is typical of
bass reflex speakers. After conducting our extensive tests, however, we re-
commend a distance of at least 30 cm and 50 cm respectively to allow the
speaker to operate to the best of its ability. An important factor for guaran-
teeing superior playback is ensuring the tweeter is at ear level. Resonance-
damping rubber feet underneath the housing facilitate an optimum setup.
Simple, but effective in practice. The 170 mm bass/midrange features a
torsionally rigid aluminium cone which is encased by a fibre-reinforced pla-
stic basket (ABS). The special selection of materials enables efficient use of
the space without having to forsake important features such as tensile or
bending strength. This allows special consideration to be given to the ven-
tilation of the voice coil for maximum stress. The dome tweeter is equipped
with a Teteron® artificial silk cone. The so-called 'airflex ports' which have
rounded reflex openings for reducing flow noise are located at the rear of
the tweeter. In practice the Quantum 553 remains extremely composed
even at high volumes and it doesn't produce any disturbing flow noises.
The interior workmanship is impressive, the housing is relatively thick and
neatly lined with insulating wool.

Overall, the workmanship and technology make an excellent impression for
this favourable price class; perfection and elaborate setups cannot be ex-
pected at such a price. Overall rating in relation to the purchase price: Ex-
cellent.

Sound
Antonin Dvorak: From the New World (Allegro con fuoco), Cleveland Or-
chestra, SACD:A Quantum from the New World could be the title of this li-
stening experience. A delicate midrange and superb dynamics distinguish
the speakers with this piece. The remarkably high resolution, which is asto-
nishing in this price class, was particularly pleasing. The Pulheim units pro-
vide a surprisingly good orchestral sound at high levels which is brimming
with spatiality. The bass/midrange is perfect for enjoying classical music;
the tweeter, however, is not entirely convincing at high volumes and has an
excessively bright touch for the style of music. Smetana: The Moldau,
Cleveland Orchestra, SACD: Brass instruments and drums create a spec-
tacular conclusion to the final scene. The Quantum units deliver thunder-
bolts in a dynamic and powerful manner, which is a real pleasure. Many
may find it hard to believe that these speakers are priced at less than € 200
(per pair). Only the high frequency range could have been a little more di-
screet for our taste, as it was sometimes a little too terse and slightly acute
at higher volumes. The performance produced by the Quantum 553 units
is not quite up to the requirements of the very demanding Moldau piece; the
subtleties of the piano can only be heard with a touch of goodwill and do
not appear quite dynamic enough. However, what is being offered for this
price class is excellent. The triangles in the high-frequency range sounded
sophisticated at first and remained in time. When they appeared at shorter
intervals, however, it caused minor undesirable resonances. Kings of Con-

venience: Know How feat. Feist, CD: Before Feist's vocals emerge, a se-
cond guitar can be heard; this guitar, together with Feist's voice and that of
the male vocalist are separated extremely well. When Feist lets her voice
ring out it sounds spacious, however it's not harmonious in an ideal way,
but slightly distorted in terms of the playback axis. Admittedly, it also lacks
a little in depth and volume. It should be noted here, however, that the bass
range in this track is astounding for this price class; it is precise and very
balanced with regard to the special tonal arrangement. Paul Kalkbrenner:
Sky and Sand, Square 1, CD: The Quantum 553 excels here with a gentle
but precise "passing game". The tweeter joins in superbly and the speakers
deliver a three-dimensional sound experience that is thoroughly compel-
ling. The audio specialist from Pulheim has really hit the mark for fans of
electronic music, as the snappy style that is evident in the high frequency
range really comes into its own here. Aquagen presents Schubkraft, Vol.2,
CD1 Full Length Versions: Again, the tweeter blends in impeccably with the
overall tonal events. The clear tonal character thereby can certainly be des-
cribed as impressive in view of the small investment. It is dynamic and em-
phatic and its impressive degree of spatiality and accomplished graduation
are really compelling. The speaker only becomes shrill at high volumes,
where the mid-range slightly loses its edge.

This piece is produced in a powerful and lively manner with an energetic
bass, which understandably, does not delve very deeply. The various ef-
fects are generated with verve and are distributed excellently within the
room. The impeccable pulse response provides a simultaneous bass and
mid-range/treble reproduction.

Competitive comparison
Magnat Quantum 553 vs. Teufel Ultima 60: The Pulheim unit needn't hide
when it comes to electronic music. Despite the significant difference in ca-
pacity, the bass produced by the Quantum is excellent. The small speakers
from Magnat are much lighter and exhibit their own sound character, which
is brighter and more puristic than its larger competitor. The Ultima 60 units
demonstrate their advantages through finer details and smoother transiti-
ons - however, they are also twice as expensive and are significant com-
petition for some speaker pairs costing € 800. Magnat Quantum 553 vs.
Nubert nuJubilee 35: The anniversary shelf speakers from Nubert, which
cost roughly twice as much as the Quantums, have already enthralled us in
tests with fine dynamics and an excellent bass response, and they create
a sound experience that the Quantums do not measure up to - but: If we
consider the purchase price in relation to what is being offered, the Quan-
tums can also be highly commended and heartily recommended.
Magnat Quantum 553 vs. Klipsch Reference RB-81: The much more ex-
pensive Klipsch speakers have more bass power and a higher degree of ef-
ficiency. However, when it comes to dynamics and detail the much cheaper
Magnat speakers are in the same league, which is a real compliment!
Overall sound rating in relation to the price class: Excellent.

The Quantum 553 units should definitely be taken into consideration by
price-conscious stereo enthusiasts when choosing shelf speakers. They
deliver a compelling listening experience in the non-classical music field -
more sound depth and better levels could hardly be expected from any
two-way system in this price class. However, a somewhat more harmo-
nious treble range at higher volumes would have been desirable. The bass
does a good job and is powerful enough. However, anyone who places par-
ticular emphasis on a huge bass line should also purchase an active sub-
woofer and operate the Quantum speakers in a 2.1 configuration. The
mid-range is excellent with good vocal clarity and pulse fidelity. The bass
reflex port is not disrupted by any flow noise."
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